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An Analyse Analyse your good and bad trades and learn from them.

Bu Business Treat your trading like a business, not a hobby.

C Close Don't be afraid to close a losing trade to minimise your losses.

Cl Clutter Don't clutter your charts with too many indicators. Keep it clean.

Co Control Control your emotions. Don't let your heart rule your head.

Ed Education The market is always changing and it may be hard to understand and keep up with these changes unless you 
invest in a good trading education.

Ex Expectations Have clear expectations so you don't suffer disappointment.

Jo Journal Keep a journal of your trades and note anything exceptional such as sudden rises and falls.

Li Limit Order Place limit orders so you don't have to look at your screen all day. Limit orders won't always guarantee your 
position, but they can allow you some control.

Le Leverage It would be good not to risk more than 1–2% of your margin account on any given trade.

Ne News World events can affect the price of the markets so keep an eye on the news.

Pr Practice Open a demo account, and use it to learn and understand the basics of trading.

Re Research Research the companies whose shares you are about to trade on.

Ri Risk Be aware of how much you can stand to lose.

Si Simplicity It would be good to keep your strategy simple.

St Strategy You should have a trading strategy which includes a set of rules you stick to. This will help protect you from your-
self.

Sl Stop Loss Although it's not always guaranteed, you could use a stop loss to manage your risk.

Sz Size Trade with smaller lot sizes so you can sustain large reversals.

Tr Trend Keep an eye on the direction of the trend.

Wt Withdrawal Try to make regular withdrawals, but check first that your provider doesn't place limits on the number of        
withdrawals you can make in a month. Some charge extra if you go over your limit. ETX offers 5 free withdrawals 
per month.
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